Introduction
Th e European automobile industry has -due to its long tradition in development and production -a very special status. Among its specifi c attributes belong an undoubtedly high level of technology, the emphasis on safety, and greater sensitivity to the environment. Th e automobile industry has been one of the fastest growing branches of manufacturing industry over the last dec-ade, but it also suff ered signifi cant territorial transfers during this period. Its importance for national economies of individual countries has often been crucial, as it goes beyond a single discipline through its extent, its number of jobs, its demands for metals and other materials, as well as through its links to other industries. It also features extraordinary capital, production, and trading concentration. Th e car manufacturers build extremely numerous links to particular component suppliers, who then contribute up to 70 percent of the value of the fi nal product. Th e proportion of sub -suppliers in the added value of the product is growing mainly thanks to modularization of components and increasing know -how strengthening their specialization. Th e automotive industry is a major innovator and has signifi cant investment activity, since it refl ects the technological development and the need of fast permutations of product lines.In recent years, the processes of production have become more and more fragmentized and there has been a growing tendency to locate new production facilities outside traditional production areas, to regions with more favorable production environments and large unsaturated markets. Recently, however, the automobile industry has been facing many serious issues. Car manufacturing in the European Union has not been an exception. Th is sector of European industry was severely hit by the economic crisis in the years 2008 and 2009 and the following decade has brought strengthening competition coming mainly from the Southern and Eastern Asia.
Defi nitions
Th e automobile industry is a part of mechanical engineering and is also one of the most important branches of engineering in general. According to the classifi cation of economic activities, NACE (Nomenclature statistique des activités économiques dans la Communauté Européenne) Rev. 2 (2008) reported by Eurostat, the automobile industry is included in section C -Manufacturing, division 29 -Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi -trailers. Th is division is further broken down into the following groups: 29.1 Manufacture of motor vehicles (i.e. passenger cars, commercial vehicles, buses, trolley -buses, and coaches; motorcycles and other motor vehicles are excluded as these belong in division 30 -Manufacture of other transport equipment), 29. (NACE 29) consists of a total of 20,500 enterprises. Th e major share of the added value was generated by manufacture of motor vehicles (64 %), followed by the production of parts and accessories (33 %). Also, the largest turnover in the automobile industry -over 71 % -was generated by the motor vehicle segment (526 billion euro). Th e remaining two segments are substantially weaker: Th e production of parts and accessories has a turnover of only 188 billion euro (25 %), the production of bodies, trailers, and semi -trailers only 3.4 %.
Given the very broad and tight linkages of the automobile industry to other industries, the infl uence of the industry on job creation represents major characteristics. Th e EU automobile industry employed a total of more than 12 million people in 2015 (more than 5 % of the total employment). Th e largest employer is the segment of manufacturing parts and accessories with a 46.5% share of total employment in the automobile industry, which proves the indispensable role of this particular segment in the entire industry. Th e production of automobiles accounts for 46.2 % of jobs, while production of bodies, trailers, and semi -trailers has only marginal importance when it comes to employment (7.3 %) (EuroStat 2008). According to some estimates, increase in sales by 1 million euro leads to the creation of approximately 10 new jobs in the automobile industry. Automobile production activity has an employment multiplier in the value of fi ve (other industry activities in the value of three) (Kallstrom 2015) .
Current Situation in the World and in the European Union
Th e European center as a traditional car producer still belongs among the most important regions of automobile industry in the world. Nevertheless, its position has been gradually replaced by emerging, fast -growing markets, esp. those of eastern Asia, and the European share in global car production is diminishing. In 2015, 21 million motor vehicles of all types were produced in Europe, which represents a 23% share in the global production of more than 90 million units (see Figure 1 and 2). Th e European Union (EU28) stands for production of 18 million new vehicles of all types, which means the EU's share on the global production shrank from 32 % in 2000 to 20 % in 2015 20 % in (STATISTA 2016 .
It is also necessary to mention the signifi cant linkage between the automobile industry and the non -manufacturing sector. It is estimated that there are up to 10 million jobs in car shops, spare parts, fuel, repair shops, rentals, and transportation. Th e largest employer in the automobile industry in the EU is Germany by far. Th eir automobile industry employs 812,514 workers in 43 factories. Germany is also the largest EU producer of cars (6.033 million motor vehicles in 2015), it generates the highest turnover and creates the largest added value among all the EU countries. Th e second largest EU producer of cars is Spain (2.733 million motor vehicles in 2015). Th e second largest employer in the EU is France with just 243,779 employees and with the third highest production (1.970 million motor vehicles in 2015). Th e third largest European employer is 
Passenger Cars
Th e global production of passenger cars has been recording an almost continuous trend in growth (see Figure 2) . Th e slight decline in 2001 occurred due to the economic downturn in the USA, rising oil prices, and the restrictive policy of the European Central Bank. In subsequent years, production grew until 2007 to 53.2 million cars per year. During the crisis years of 2008 and 2009, the output of automobile industry declined to 47.8 million units. In 2010, however, there was a lively recovery and the boom has continued since then. In 2015, the annual pace of growth dropped to 1.5 % (from 5.3 % in 2012) and the world's production of passenger cars reached 68.56 million units (STATISTA 2016). In comparison with the world (see Figure 3 ), the production of passenger cars in the European Union recorded a rather downward trend (see Figure 4 ). In 2007, the EU produced over 17 million cars, but it has failed to even up this production so far. Despite generous stimulus measures ("scrapping bonuses"), the economic recession caused a signifi cant drop in production, down to 14 million in 2009. After dynamic growth in 2010 and 2011 and a slight leveling off in 2012 and 2013, the production reached 16.3 million units in 2015. For illustration, the production of China in 2015 increased by 10 % to 19.9 million, Japan recorded 8.3 million, and the USA 4.2 million passenger cars (OICA 2016) . 
Commercial Vehicles
Th e world's production in the segment of commercial vehicles (i.e. light commercial vehicles, heavy trucks, and heavy buses) has not grown at such a pace during the last 15 years (see Figure 2 ). Similar to passenger cars, performance of commercial vehicle producers also decreased in 2001. After a short recovery, the next decline took place in 2005 and 2006 followed by a deep slump in 2008 and 2009, when the volume of production plummeted from the previous peak of 20.1 million to 14 million units. Unfavorable economic development and problems with sales aff ected the behavior of corporations. Th ey postponed investment which undercut the sales of commercial vehicles and together with the slowdown in demand for passenger cars resulted in vast staff reductions. Since 2010 the segment has been experiencing a period of growth globally, in 2012 the production exceeded the peak from 2007 and in 2014, they recorded the output of 22.2 million vehicles. However, the dynamics of growth has been slowing from 6.3 % in 2012 to 1.6 % in 2014 (OICA 2016). We can trace a very similar development in the EU in the period from 2000-2009 (see Figure 5) . Th e production of commercial vehicles peaked in 2007, when 2.6 million commercial vehicles were produced in the EU, while already the next year witnessed a decrease and in 2009 the number dropped to less than half of the 2007 output. Some recovery occurred in 2010, when the production of commercial vehicles reached 1.8 million units followed by another slowdown in 2012 and 2013. Th e more optimistic economic perspectives drew the production of this segment in 2015 up to 1.87 million units signaling a recovery of the sector.
Figure 5: Production of commercial vehicles in the EU in million units
Note: All 28 current EU members are taken into account Source: based on data from (OICA 2016) Figure 5 also illustrates a slowly growing share of commercial vehicles produced in Poland, probably taking the market positions of United Kingdom, and to some extent of France, and even of Germany.
Figure 6: Production of commercial vehicles in the world
Note: All 28 current EU members are taken into account Source: based on data from (OICA 2016) Another interesting point worth mentioning is the development of the share of the North America (see Figure 6 ). While EU28 have a major share in passenger cars (see Figure 3 ), but are gradually losing their market positions, the North America (i.e. the US, Canada, and Mexico) utilized the 2007 -2008 downturn to revive and regain their strong market share especially on the commercial vehicle market (STATISTA 2016).
Objective and Topicality of the Research
Th e automobile industry is one of the key industries in the European Union. More than 200 manufacturing and assembly plants produced 18,177 million vehicles in 2015 18,177 million vehicles in (OICA 2016 . Th e importance of the automobile industry can be also documented by its 7% share on the total GDP of the EU, 5% share on the EU employment, and by a signifi cant presence in exports (more than 6.5 million cars a year, Germany exports more than three quarters of all cars they produce) (Kallstrom 2015) .
Th e diff erent proportions in numbers of plants, shares of employment, volumes of production, and numbers of sales in diff erent European countries, however, indicate the competitiveness of individual EU member states is not at the uniform level and the automobile producers are exposed to tough competition not only on the world market, but also within the European Union. Th erefore, it seems crucial to test the competitiveness of the national automobile industries, analyze the long -term trends in Europe and in the world, draft probable changes in the short -term perspective and warn against the consequences and threats looming in the near future.
Methods and Aim of the Research
Th e concept of competitiveness has recently been widely discussed -for an overview see e.g. (Margan 2012 ) -as a multi -criteria indicator of the conditions of a national economy (Outrata 2012) . On the level of industry, however, the original, narrow, neoclassical concept of competitiveness seems more useful. Siggel (2006) shows the distinction between competitiveness and comparative advantage, but even he admits the two theoretical concepts have in fact many features in common. Th erefore, we follow the conception of competitiveness presented by Hindls et al. (2003) , who call a particular economic subject competitive if it is successful in penetrating the new markets and gaining a comparative advantage in international trade.
Th e research method of this paper is based on the methodology of revealed comparative advantage (RCA) developed by Balassa (1965) . It measures a country's export of a particular commodity in relation to its total exports and to the corresponding export performance of a set of countries. In other words, the RCA is able to identify the sectors or commodities, with which the exporters of a particular country are more successful than the exporters from other countries.
An advantage of Balassa RCA is that it is not biased by changes in prices or exchange rates over time. In fact, it is a volume index. A problem with the Balassa RCA is the asymmetry of its value: it varies from one to infi nity for products in which the country has a revealed comparative advantage, but only from zero to one for commodities with a revealed comparative disadvantage. Resulting from Grupp (1994) , Dalum et al. (1998) proposed a revealed symmetric comparative advantage index (RSCA) to alleviate the skewness problem. Th e closer to {+1} the results of RSCA get, the more signifi cant are the comparative advantages they indicate, while the more they are converging to {-1}, the more substantial are the comparative disadvantages.
Th ere has been an intensive debate on the explanatory power and unbiasedness of the RCA and RSCA. Berkowitz et al. (2006) , Chor (2008) as well as Barattieri (2014) search for the sources of comparative advantages and demonstrate how transport cost, transaction cost or trade cost bias the results of the comparative advantage analyses. Moenius (2006) proves RSCA is an adequate measure of comparative advantage, although it does not have signifi cant predictive power. Pingyao and Jingyun (2012) perform the RSCA analysis to identify the growth potential of merchandise trade among the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa) countries and build further analytical instruments on the platform of RSCA. Wanling and Xiaohui (2013) use the RSCA to detect the problems in bilateral relations between BRICS countries.
Data and Countries
Th e main source for the data on the exports of automobile production is the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) Statistical Division. Th e benchmark set of countries mentioned above consists of 39 car producers listed by the International Organization of Motor Vehicle Manufacturers (Organisation Internationale des Constructeurs d'Automobiles, OICA), representing 99.24 % of world car production (OICA 2016).
Analysis
For the analysis, the individual RSCA for each of the listed 39 countries has been calculated in each year (1995 -2015) for each of the three NACE groups (NACE 29.1, NACE 29.2, and NACE 29.3). Th e period was selected regarding the data availability and the statistical requirements. Th e export position of each of these subjects was compared to the average of the group of 39 car producing countries. Th e positive result (see Figure 7 , horizontal axis) therefore shows a global comparative advantage, while the negative result indicates a global comparative disadvantage of a particular country in comparison with practically all other possible global competitors.
Following the methods of Dalum et al. (1998) , we tested the stability of the achieved comparative advantages over time to identify countries, where a signifi cant strengthening of competitiveness has been recorded, countries, where the automobile industry achieved stable results over the period of time (1995 -2015) , and countries, whose automobile industry is losing competitiveness in the world marketplace (see Figure 7 , vertical axis) (Vošta -Kocourek 2015) .
Only the groups NACE 29.1 and NACE 29.3 will be further discussed here, as they represent a predominant share of revenues and more than 90% of automobile industry employment. Th e remaining group NACE 29.2 is practically incapable of altering the conclusions drawn from the analysis of NACE 29.1 and NACE 29. 3. 2) Within the European Union the new member countries, especially Slovakia (SVK), the Czech Republic (CZE), Hungary (HUN), Romania (ROM), and Poland (POL) experienced a signifi cant improvement of their competitiveness in car production. In fact, Slovakia proved to be the most competitive global automobile producer in 2015. Romania was the fastest country catching -up and the Czech Republic is now producing more than 7% of all EU motor vehicles.
Results and Discussion
3) Also the developing countries are slowly but continuously improving their comparative advantages in car production. While changes in Iran (IRN), Egypt (EGY), Taiwan (TWN), and China (CHN) are rather slow and the export potential of their car producers is still rather low, India (IND), Indonesia (IDN), and especially Uzbekistan (UZB) and Th ailand (THA) are quickly trying to catch up with the group of successful emerging markets consisting of Turkey (TUR), Argentina (ARG), the South Africa (ZAF), and Mexico (MEX).
4)
Th e position of the United States (USA) and Canada (CAN) has been weakened by Japanese (JPN) and South Korean (KOR) competitors and complicated by the progressive emerging markets. While the USA is still fi ghting, although the competitiveness of their car industry is not in very good shape, the Canadian automobile producers are working hard to set off the losses caused by the 2007 -2008 crisis. Th e situation in the sector of manufacturing of parts and accessories for motor vehicles seems rather similar (see Fig. 8 ). Within the EU28 countries, the production is slowly moving from above mentioned Belgium (BEL), France (FRA), the Netherlands (NLD), Spain (ESP), but also from Sweden (SWE) and Finland (FIN). Th e benefi ciaries of this transfer are mainly the "younger" EU members, such as the Czech Republic (CZE), Hungary (HUN), Poland (POL), Romania (ROM), and Slovakia (SVK), accompanied by the European automobile superpower of Germany (DEU) and also -rather surprisingly -by the United Kingdom (GBR) and Portugal (PRT). Figure 8 , however, indicates also the vast changes taking place in Asia. While the ashamed Russian Federation (RUS) is leaving their position, their place is being immediately taken over by producers from the super -competitive China (CHN), Taiwan (TWN), India (IND), Indonesia (IDN), Th ailand (THA) and Turkey (TUR), who are ready to compete with the renowned factories from Japan and South Korea. Although the United States are keeping their global shares in vehicle production, they are losing it in the production of parts and accessories, becoming more of an "assembly shop" than a producer.
Th e general trend of the gradual transfer of the production to more favorable conditions and to cheaper production locations is strong and clear: While in the 1980's Europe, the USA, and Japan produced more than 90% of the world's vehicles, today their share shrank well below 45%. Within the EU, the production has been transferred from countries in western and southern Europe to more convenient new EU members. Th is process is obviously associated with reductions in production in the traditional countries of western and southern EU, including reduction of jobs and employment capacities. Th e remaining question is the future development in the distribution of production, given the potential increase in production costs in the eastern EU countries. It seems obvious, car producers are pushed to move their production plants to even cheaper destinations, but the reliability and stability of these target economies start playing a crucial role recently (Kallstrom 2015) .
Conclusion
Signifi cant increase in car production in developing countries and emerging markets provides an opportunity for the EU automobile industry, but also creates strong pressure to improve its sustainability and to withstand growing global competition. In the EU, the automobile industry provides 13 million jobs and as such has a crucial importance for the economic growth and employment. As a remarkable innovator, the automobile industry is also a giant investor in research and development. In 2011, only the EU car producers invested 32 billion euro, which exceeds both the pharmaceutical industry and even the biotechnology sectors. In 2014, globally, 6,056 new patents were registered in the fi eld of automotive. Majority of them were submitted by the EU countries, one third of them by German producers alone (ACEA 2015) . Th e automobile industry is propelled by innovation: innovation in production (better fuel effi ciency, aluminum bodies of cars, computer technologies and safety systems built in cars, etc.), innovation in fi nancing and sales (e.g. off ering operational leasing instead of purchase), innovation in advertising (the auto industry spend globally about 100 billion euro on advertising in 2014). Some of the European producers (Volvo, Saab, Mercedes -Benz) are global leaders in the safety and they have become the main proponents of strict European legislation and high standards in the European market. Source: based on data from [21] Th e aim of the EU is to maintain a world -class automobile industry producing the most energy -effi cient and safe vehicles and guarantee millions of highly skilled jobs. In order to achieve these objectives, the European Commission has created CARS 2020 Action Plan aimed at strengthening the competitiveness and sustainability of this sector by 2020 (EC 2012) . Th e European Commission proposes massive innovative stimulus through streamlining research and development within the framework of the "European Green Cars Initiative". Th e proposed measures deal with exhaust emissions, alternative fuels, funding for research and development, improving the road safety, and the development of intelligent transport systems. At the same time, the Commission addresses the problems associated with low demand for cars and focuses on excessive and unused factory capacity in the EU (e.g. Fiat capacity utilization was around 55 % in 2013, Peugeot operated at 66 % of their capacity) (Kallstrom 2015) . Th e second pillar consists of the initiatives and aims to improve market conditions. Th e main objective is to strengthen the competitiveness of the automobile industry within the EU and to ensure appropriate, reliable, and predictable conditions for undertaking through regulatory policies (MPO ČR 2012) . Th e third pillar aims at strengthening the competitiveness of the EU on world markets through eff ective trade policy and international harmonization of vehicle regulations. Because of sluggish demand for cars in the EU, it seems crucial to fi nd and penetrate new markets, especially in fast -growing developing countries (EC 2012) . Th e fourth pillar is focused on anticipating the needs of adaptation through investment in human capital and skills to mitigate the social impact of restructuring. Within this pillar, the Commission set the goal to propose measures needed to solve the problems with unused production capacities and to stimulate demand without violating the principles of the internal market and competition (MPO ČR 2012) .
In the future, we can expect the growing eff orts of Chinese and probably Indian car manufacturers to penetrate the European markets due to their relatively greater openness compared to other global markets. Th e main obstacles remain particularly technical, safety, and emission standards. Currently, the participation of car importers to Europe have focused only on competitive products, which still represents a major advantage for European manufacturers. Yet, it is clear that the competitive environment in Europe is changing and the domestic manufacturers must be ready -in their own interest -to respond actively. Strengthening the competitiveness of European producers particularly in relation to growing Chinese production may be considered at several levels: Th e critical condition for maintaining the competitiveness is further improvement of the technological level of products and introduction of new sophisticated devices and to expand the functions and safety of automobiles. Th e second chance for the European automotive center to withstand tough competition is to increase the concentration of production to larger clusters and to focus on highly productive and fl exible manufacturing technologies. In comparison with brands from China and India, the European manufacturers are also particularly strong in the segment of luxury brands.
Th e production of luxury cars is characterized by stable levels of demand, which is relatively resistant to economic fl uctuations and records dynamics of long -term growth. A strong brand loyalty associated with a long tradition also plays a vital role. Due to these factors, the penetration of this segment by new Indian or Chinese (and even by new European) producers of premium cars is rather diffi cult. Th e biggest premium carmaker, BMW, includes the British brands Mini and Rolls -Royce. Th e automaker last recorded annual growth of 6.1 % and the main market remains in Europe (Fasse 2016) . Th e group of Daimler, which produces luxury cars Mercedes -Benz and Smart minicar as well as light and heavy cars and trucks. In the fi rst quarter of 2016, the Daimler group even outperformed the traditional leader, BMW, in the number of sold cars (DPA 2016) . Another very dynamic production has recently been recorded by Audi, including Lamborghini. Unlike many other competitors, Audi has the advantage of being a member of the large and robust Volkswagen Group. Another representative of quality and luxury is a traditional Swedish Volvo. But this brand fi rst (in 1999) became the property of Ford and then in 2010 it was bought by Chinese Geely Holding. Before the sale of Volvo, Ford sold the Jaguar brand luxury cars to the Indian company Tata Motors. Both Asian companies certainly see the prospects of these acquisitions in the possibility of utilizing the technical and production know -how of traditional manufacturers.
Massive investment in Chinese factories producing cars for export, should open sales in western markets, primarily in the U.S.A. (ECONOMIST 2014) . But also other manufacturers want to focus more on the production of luxury cars. Th e FCA Group (Fiat Chrysler Automobiles) with such brands as Ferrari, Maserati or Alfa Romeo, have big ambitions, but also PSA and Renault are expecting expansion in their premium car segments.
Th e effi ciency and fruitfulness of the CARS 2020 Action Plan as well as a deeper analysis of changes and shifts in the sector of manufacturing of bodies for motor vehicles, trailers, and semi -trailers, and manufacturing of parts and accessories for motor vehicles and complex assessment of their results remain subjects of our future research. 
